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ABSTRACT
Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) has been widely used to measure the retinotopic organization of early
visual cortex in the human brain. Previous studies have identified multiple visual field maps (VFMs) based on statistical
analysis of fMRI signals, but the resulting geometry has not been fully characterized with mathematical models. Here
we test whether VFMs V1 and V2 obey the least restrictive of all geometric mappings; that is, whether they are anglepreserving and therefore maintain conformal mapping. We measured retinotopic organization in individual subjects
using standard traveling-wave fMRI methods. Visual stimuli consisted of black and white, drifting checkerboards
comprising rotating wedges and expanding rings to measure the cortical representations of polar angle and eccentricity,
respectively. These representations were then projected onto a 3D cortical mesh of each hemisphere. By generating a
mapped unit disk that is conformal of the VFMs using spherical stereographic projection and computing the
parameterized coordinates of the eccentricity and polar angle gradients, we computed Beltrami coefficients to check
whether the mapping from the visual field to the V1 and V2 cortical representations is conformal. We find that V1 and
V2 exhibit local conformality. Our analysis of the Beltrami coefficient shows that selected regions of V1 and V2 that
contain reasonably smooth eccentricity and polar angle gradients do show significant local conformality, warranting
further investigation of this approach for analysis of early and higher visual cortex. These results suggest that such a
mathematical model can be used to characterize the early VFMs in human visual cortex.
Keywords: retinotopic mapping, conformal geometry, Beltrami coefficient, functional magnetic resonance imaging,
visual field maps,

1. INTRODUCTION
The efficiency of the measurements and the relatively large amplitude of functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)
signals in visual cortical areas have made it possible to develop quantitative models of functional responses within
specific maps in individual subjects. Retinotopic mapping of human visual cortex generates visual field maps by
analyzing stimulus-referred fMRI response to each of the fragments in each voxel.9,6,16,8,10,18 The maps elucidate the
spatial organization of the neuronal responses to visual images on the retina6,9,8,13,16,17 and have contributed greatly to our
understanding of the human visual system and the development of human cerebral cortex. They also hold great promises
to further our understanding of plasticity in the human visual cortex and thus improve the rehabilitation efficacy on
various patients with visual function loss. Numerous studies have been devoted to retinotopic mapping and they have
helped us to understand the human cortical structure and early vision process. Previous studies have identified multiple
visual field maps (VFMs) based on statistical analysis of fMRI signals, but the resulting geometry has not been fully
characterized with mathematical models. This paper explores using conformal surface parameterization and the
Beltrami coefficient on measured retinotopic organization data using standard traveling-wave fMRI methods to
understand if they can be used to fully characterize the early visual field maps.
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1.1 Related work
Retinotopic mapping of human visual cortex, based on functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), was investigated
to understand the spatial organization of the neuronal responses to visual images on the retina.6,8,9,13,16,17 Typical
retinotopy is carried out in three main steps: (1) Use structural scans to flatten the cortical surfaces; (2) Project collected
functional data onto the flattened cortical surfaces; (3) Generate a phase map of the retina image on the flattened surface
based on the visual stimuli on the retina. The current approach has issues with large distortions that are usually
generated in the cortical flattening process and the lack of a concrete mathematical description to compare the generated
maps. These maps are mainly described by analyzing individual images and there is no concrete mathematical
description to compare these maps. These limitations have made retinotopic mapping mainly an experimental study that
differs from experiment to experiment. Experimental results are mainly confined to only small group collected sample
population data. In order to fully do a population level integration and analysis of the retinotopic maps, there needs to be
a mathematical model that can fully describe these maps.
Recent developments in brain imaging have accelerated the collection of both high resolution fMRI and MRI data. It
has allowed researchers to study the visual and auditory processing capabilities of the brain in greater detail than ever
before.3,4,5,19 The early visual processing system of the brain has been investigated extensively but only recently has it
been possible to study them in the depth and detail that is making it possible to look at similarities and differences across
a large population sample set.4,5,19 In 2006, Qiu et. al.12 used the circle packing method to conformally flatten V1 to a
hyperbolic disk for visualization of precisely measured retinotopic data but did not go further and propose a
mathematical model. More recently in 2010, Balasubramanian and Schwartz2 have found that the organization of the
visual areas of the brain is much more alike across subjects than previously expected when isometric flattening is applied
on all the brain surfaces. Over years, there are accumulated evidences that support a long-term hypothesis: the
retinotopic mapping is a conformal mapping.7,14 The early complex-log transform model proposed by Schwartz14 is the
most well-known expression for describing the human V1 because it is straightforward and simple. There have been
improvements and variations to the Schwartz14 model over the years as better experimental data gradually became
available. However, the conformal mapping hypothesis remains unproven. The validation of this hypothesis in some
form will not only enrich our understanding in cognitive science but it will also help develop efficient therapies for
visual dysfunctions.
1.2 Overview
We measured retinotopic organization in individual subjects using standard traveling-wave fMRI methods. Visual
stimuli consisted of black and white, drifting checkerboards comprising rotating wedges and expanding rings to measure
the cortical representations of polar angle and eccentricity, respectively. These representations were then projected onto
a 3D cortical mesh of each hemisphere. 4,5,19 Figure 1 shows the standard traveling-wave fMRI data and the color coded
activated visual areas on a flattened cortical surface. The eccentricity data collection is shown on the left panel and the
polar angle data is shown on the right panel.

Figure 1. Standard traveling-wave fMRI data. Eccentricity data collection is on the left and polar angle data collection is on
the right.

To verify if the retinotopic map is a conformal map, we take a two-step approach. First, we will compute a conformal
mapping from the brain visual cortical surface to a unit disk. Second, we establish a mapping from the visual field to the
denote visual field, visual surface, and the unit disk, respectively. We further assume the
unit disk. Let , ,
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mapping functions between them are : → , : → , ℎ = ∘ : → . We compute the mapping function, ,
with our brain surface conformal mapping method. Given is a conformal mapping, our logic is that by checking if
function ℎ is conformal, we will be able to check if is conformal
Figure 2. illustrates how we compute the conformal mapping from the brain visual area to the unit disk. Fig. 2 (a) shows
a left cortical hemisphere overlaid with pseudo-color of responses to eccentricity stimuli; (b) a visual surface patch cut
along the plane shown in (a), (c) a closed genus zero surface that is generated by a double covering of surface patch in
(b), i.e. for any face [ , , ], we can generate a new face [ ̅ , ̅ , ̅ ] that is geometrically identical to the original face
but with opposite normal direction. A nonlinear heat diffusion based spherical conformal parameterization method21 is
applied to compute a conformal mapping from the double covering surface to a sphere (d). Finally, by a stereographic
projection of the hemisphere to the complex plane, we achieve the conformal mapping from a visual cortical surface to
the unit disk on the complex plane (e).

Figure 2. Conformal mapping to unit disk of visual regions cut from cortical mesh. In (a), we slice along a plane to separate
the visual regions from the rest of the cortical mesh. (b) is the resulting open mesh containing only the visual regions after
slicing. (c) is the double covering of the open mesh. (d) is the projection of the double covered mesh to a sphere. (e) is the
the stereographic projection of the conformal sphere to a unit disk.

By using the position encoded gradient color data that was embedded onto the cortical mesh vertices during the
traveling-wave data collection phase, we can compute the location of the visual stimulus in the visual field when given a
vertex in the visual area simply as u = rcos(θ) and v = rsin(θ). The value of r comes from the eccentricity color data
while the value of θ comes from polar angle color data. Figure 3 shows the steps for retrieving the parameterized uv
coordinates of a selected region. (a) shows the what a flattened V1 visual area looks like with eccentricity color data
projected onto the cortical mesh after processing of the collected traveling-wave data. (b) shows a plot of the uv
coordinates retrieved for vertices on the discrete triangle mesh representation of the V1 visual area. (c) shows a cut
region from the V1 shown in (a) with smooth gradient color. (d) is the resulting mesh after conversion of the vertices
coordinates to the parameterized coordinates while maintaining the topology.

Figure 3. Parameterized coordinates comparison. (a) shows visual area V1 after slicing from left hemisphere of cortical
mesh based on given outline of V1. (b) shows the plot of the parameterized coordinates for the conformally flattened V1
shown in (a). (c) shows a region cut from (a) that visually relatively smooth. (d) is the topological mesh generated from the
parameterized coordinates of (c).

Finally, we compared cut V1 and V2 meshes with their parameterized coordinate counterpart versions by comparing
their Beltrami coefficients. The Beltrami coefficients measure the local distortion of the mapping so that we get a
quantitative description about how the mapping is close to being conformal.
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In summary, the main contributions of the current work are as follows: First we introduce a novel quantitative way to
measure the conformality of the brain visual field mapping. The method is based on our prior work on brain conformal
mapping21,22,23. The method is mathematically rigorous and numerically stable. The results are intuitive and can
quantify the human retinotopic mapping. Second, we developed a practical system that measures the mapping
conformality by checking the histogram of the computed Beltrami coefficients. These tools may advance the area of
research. Third, we apply our work to human brain visual mapping data and our results demonstrate some significant
local conformality. Our results may lay down some theoretic foundation and provide practical experience for further
investigation on human retinotopic mapping research.
The organization for this paper is as follows. Section 2 discusses the theory and methods used in this paper in more
detail. Section 3 presents the experimental results. Section 4 concludes and gives final remarks.

2. CONFORMAL FLATTENING, PARAMETERIZED COORDINATES, AND
BELTRAMI COEFFICIENT
2.1 Conformal flattening
We flattened the cortical mesh containing the visual regions using the spherical conformal method. Our algorithm
follows the method described in Wang et. al.21 with additional steps to back track and retry at specific points when
convergence fails. It is known from computational conformal geometry that any closed genus zero surface can be
conformally mapped to the sphere. This algorithm iteratively solves the nonlinear heat equation for the discrete case,
( )

= −∆ ( )

where is a function defined on the genus zero surface and ∆ is the Laplace operator. The heat equation is solved using
the steepest descent method. The solution obtained by this method forms a möbius group and therefore requires an
additional zero mass-center constraint in order to guarantee uniqueness. For each step of the algorithm, the vertices are
moved along the geodesics of the sphere until the energy is minimized. The following equation describes the updating
of the vertices coordinates at each step,
∆ ( )= ( )−
where

×∆

∥

is the step size. Additionally, this equation requires the computation of the normal component
=< ∆ ,

∆

>

and the tangential component
∆

∥

=∆ −∆

of the discrete Laplacian. The proper selection of the step size,

, is crucial in order for the algorithm to converge.

2.2 Recovering parameterized coordinates
We recovered the parameterized coordinates using the color map data that was selected and setup during the travelingwave data collection phase. The gradient color map contains 256 colors spread across all the eccentricity and polar
angle values used during data collection. 4,5,19 For each set of vertices within a cut visual area, we retrieve the associated
eccentricity and polar angle color data value and compute the parameterized u and v coordinates as u = rcos(θ) and v =
rsin(θ). Figure 4 shows how the gradient color map for eccentricity and polar angle translate to r and θ for computing
the parameterized uv coordinates.
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Figure 4. Recovering parameterized u and v coordinates from the vertices inside V1.

2.3 Beltrami coefficient
The Beltrami coefficient μ in Beltrami’s equation
̅

=

is a complex valued number
=

+

that can be used to measure the the local conformality of the mapping between two surfaces. To compute the Beltrami
coefficient, we write in complex form
̅

=

+

=

−

Since
=

+

and
= ( , )
= ( , )
we can rewrite the complex form as
̅

=

+

+

−

=

−

−

+

All the values needed for computing the equations above can be obtained from the Jacobian matrix,

=
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of the mesh. The mapping is conformal when the value of both the real part x and imaginary part y is zero.
is a map from the surface
to
In practice, smooth surfaces are approximated by triangle meshes. Suppose ∅: →
the surface . The map ∅ is approximated by a simplicial map, which maps vertices to vertices, edges to edges, and
faces to faces. The derivative map ∅ is approximated by the linear map from one face [ , , ] to another one
[ , , ]. First, we isometrically embed the triangle [ , , ], [ , , ] onto the plane ℝ ; the planar
coordinates of the vertices of ,
are denoted using the same symbols , . Then we explicitly compute the linear
matrix for the derivative map ∅,
∅=[
With the derivative map, we can compute

−
and

,

−

][

−

,

−

]

so that we can use Beltrami’s equation from above to compute .

Further, we plot the histogram of the real and imaginary parts of the Beltrami coefficient to see how close they are to
zero for analysis.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Our analysis of the Beltrami coefficient shows that selected regions of V1 and V2 that contain reasonably smooth
eccentricity and polar angle gradients do show significant local conformality. The selected region has to have smooth
color gradient for both the eccentricity data and the polar angle data to yield good results. Finding such regions within a
visual area is a dual optimization problem. Computation of the mean Beltrami coefficient for the entire V1 region of the
right hemisphere yielded 0.1792 (real) and 0.0839 (imaginary) while the smoother gradient region yielded -0.0062 (real)
and -0.0093 (imaginary). The reliable region is therefore more conformal than the whole V1 region in this case.
Selection of a smooth region on the left hemisphere also resulted in getting the mean of the real part of the Beltrami
coefficient to get closer to zero from 0.2219 down to 0.1584. The results are summarized in table 1.
Table 1. Beltrami coefficient V1 (Subject A)

Visual area

Beltrami coefficient
part

Mean Beltrami
coefficient

Vertices count

Left V1

Real

0.2219

1111

Left V1

Imaginary

0.0207

1111

Right V1

Real

0.1792

1490

Right V1

Imaginary

0.0839

1490

Table 2. Beltrami coefficient V1 for reliable region (Subject A)

Visual Area

Beltrami coefficient
part

Mean Beltrami
coefficient

Vertices count

Left V1

Real

0.1584

85

Left V1

Imaginary

0.0410

85

Right V1

Real

-0.0062

73

Right V1

Imaginary

-0.0093

73

The dual optimization problem of finding a region within the visual areas where the color gradient is smooth by
observation is a difficult manual step that can benefit from the usage of an algorithmic tool. Figures 5 to 7 illustrates the
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steps for extracting the smooth gradient color region from V1 and generating the resulting parameterized uv mesh for the
right hemisphere. First, figure 5 shows the selected smooth gradient color region within the V1 region. Next, figure 6
shows the selected smooth gradient color region cut from the V1 region in figure 5. Notice how the color gradient is
smooth for the eccentricity color data (left) and polar angle color data (right). Last, figure 7 shows the resulting
topological mesh obtained after computing the uv coordinates of vertices inside the smooth region. Visually, most of the
angles can be observed to have been preserved through the transformation and confirms the Beltrami coefficient results
above. Similarly figures 8 and 9 shows the selected smooth gradient color region and the parameterized uv mesh result
for the left hemisphere.

Figure 5. Right hemisphere V1 (Subject A) eccentricity (left) and polar angle (right) conformal flattened meshes. The
yellow edges trace the boundary for a region that has visually smooth gradient.

Figure 6. Right hemisphere V1 (Subject A) reliable region. Eccentricity (left) color map applied to vertices. Polar angle
(right) color map applied to vertices.
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Figure 7. Right hemisphere V1 (Subject A) reliable region recovered parameterized mesh with eccentricity and polar angle
gradient color map applied for visualization. Eccentricity (left) color map applied to vertices. Polar angle (right) color map
applied to vertices.

Figure 8. Left hemisphere V1 (Subject A) eccentricity (left) and polar angle (right) conformal flattened meshes. The yellow
edges trace the boundary for a region that has visually smooth gradient.

Figure 9. Left hemisphere V1 (Subject A) reliable region recovered parameterized mesh with eccentricity and polar angle
gradient color map applied for visualization. Eccentricity (left) color map applied to vertices. Polar angle (right) color map
applied to vertices.
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4. CONCLUSION
These early results suggest that V1 and V2 exhibit local conformality and warrant further investigation of this approach
for analysis of early and higher visual cortex. By computing the mean Beltrami coefficient on selected regions with
smooth gradient color data, we have demonstrated that these regions are locally conformal. This result provides a new
way to study and analyze retinotopic mappings. To consistently find good regions, there needs to be an automatic and
algorithmic way to solve the dual optimization problem of finding smooth gradient color for eccentricity and polar angle.
Although there are challenges that still need to be overcome, these preliminary results are encouraging and suggest that a
mathematical model based on conformal geometry and Beltrami coefficient can be used to characterize the early VFMs
in human visual cortex. In the future, we look to further explore using this method on more data sets and study the
distribution of the mean Beltrami coefficient across the data sets.
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